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Abstract 
A pair of mutually cut-ωnjugate properties， whiじhare to be exclusively distinguished on any 
set of points， are五rstlydefinecl. By these properties a funclamenlaiιheorem is incluced ancl then 
some important investigations arc clevelopecl over ullra-functions of乱 set.
1. Set 1ヲunction
In this paperヲ bya set jimction we mean a non四negativeadditive function of 
a set; i.e. if f is a set functionフ forany two sets ]陛1 and ]U~ of points in a 
finite-dimensional euclidian space E， italways effects that 。C:JPl;U .:1'2) = f(ltLJ + f(既)-f(~~11 n 112) • 
If a set function f rnay， for any subset p'c及巴 beexpressed in the form 
f( F) = !0 f(P) 
PEP 
(1. 1) 
f isaη applicαtion in !J!; or， ifnot an application， an ultraて{unction.
In the previous paper1J the present author stated about the empiricist view 
of analysisラ throughwhich set functions may be observecl in new ways. In the 
empiricist theory of analysisラ ifthe relation (1. 1) were to be true， it ml叫， for 
any enurnerable partition (.:.1'Ikh~lム・ of J1'/， be that 
f(1tl) = J:f(凪)ヲ
which clirectly rneans that f is completely additive in JtL Thεreforeラ thata set 
function f is an ultra-function is equivalent to it that f is not everywhere corn同
pletely additive (in JYI). In the following， a reconstructive stucly of ultra幽functions
with some results 、willbe stated. 
z. Prindple of Cut-Approach 
For a given property T to be tested for a se仁 if
(V~lJIr， NCE) ((..M~N & Nct) [>Mc.t) 
T issaicl to be progressive， and if 
(vJtI， NCE) ((J1'I~JY & .'1Ic.t) [> .Nct) ， 
to be regressive. If it is， for any set .1，r inE， necessary that 
持組関谷芳雄
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MctVMctj 
and if the relations及Cctand Mcq cannot simultaneously be observedラ thenT 
and q are said to be mutually cut-conjugate. Then the following fact is directly 
obtained by the de五nition:
Proposition 2.1. 1f Tω1d q are cut-conjugate pr.ψerties and T is regres-
sive (resp. progressive)ラ thenq isα1りrogressive(何学・ regr・'esive)ρroperty.
If T is regressive and q is progrεssive， making up a pair of cut開conjugate
propertiesラ andif 
B)ct， B，c及rand Mcqラ
then there may exist two sequences of sets (Bk) and (Ak) such that 
R)CB2C .園 CA2CA)C二及fラ
Bkct and Akcq (ん=1，2，.一). 
In this caseラ ifit is not that 
B= U B/c= n Ak=A 
we have 
A-B手void.
When Bcq， we may choose such that 
A2= A3 = ・・ =B 
so that A= B. When Act， we may choose such that 
B2=B3= ・一 =A 
so that A=B. Thereforeラ wemay， for the case of (2. 1)ラ supposethat 
Bct and Acq. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
In case of (2.2)， a set can be inse巾 dbetween A and B and it， of course， has 
one property of T and q. This being so， a trans-inductive mode may be de五ned
to reach a construction such that 
(VCεI) (B，ct) (I is a simple-ordered set of indices)， 
(VC， KεI) (c<K!>B，CB<)， 
(VAεA) (ムcq)(A is a simple-ordered set of indices)， 
(VA，μεA) (A<μi)A，:;2Aμ)ラ
and if B = U B， and Aニ nA" then we have one of the cases 
(i) Bニム or(i) Bct， Acq and (VG) (BcG [>Gcq). 
The case (i) can readily be turned into the case (i). In addition， in the empiricist 
theory，there must exist enumerable subsets of indices (Ck) and (ん)such that 
B ニ UBιk and A = n Ai.k・
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Thus we have: 
Proposition 2.2. (Princ争leof Cut-Approach). 1f Tαnd q aJで cut-coju-
gate 戸ゆertiesand 1: is regアessive，and if M 亡q，then there exist t日 oenumerable 
sequences t:?戸、 subsets(B1.) and (A k)such that 
B1CB2C...cA2cA1cM， 
Bkct and A"cq (ん=1，2，.一)， 
ωld on denotingαs B= UBk and A= n A，o we have A=B. 
The set B obtained in the above， iscalled a T回cutof the set JtI， and then 
the sequences (B，) is called a cut-alゆroachfrom below and (A，) a cut-apρroach 
from above with respect to T (or q). 
3. Cut-Amosphere 
When 
。<c<f(Jtr)
let us de五neT and q such that 
(Fcþ) 三 (f(F)~c) and (Fcq)三 (f(F)>c)， 
then T and q are apparentiy cut-conjugate and T (resp. q) is a regressive (resp. 
progressive) property. Soラ applyingthe principle of cut-approachラ wemay have 
cut-approaches (B，) and (Ak) such that 
BjCBzC .‘ CAzC;:;A1C]J;I 
f(B1.)ミf(B止 1) ~ c <f(A k+l) <f(Ak) (ん=1，2，…) (3.1) 
and if B二 UBkand A二 nA"， we can expect that Bニ A. In this caseラ iflim 
f(81.)二 sand lim f(Ak)=α， we have 
ß~c ミミ α (3.2) 
and inverselyラ ifc is an arbitrary value found in the relation (3.2)， the relation 
(3.1) is to hold on for the same sequences (B，) and (A，). Thereforeラ whens手仏
the state observed through the limiting procedure 
(Ak-Bj) (ム j→∞) (3.3) 
must give an atmospheric state in point that the limiting value of f(Ak - B j)is 
to be counted as equal to the positive numberα s despite of the fact 
lim (A，，-Bj) = void. 
So the state indicated by (3. 3) is called a cut-αtmoゅんerewhen s*α. 
If rQJ<f(P)くむ(三infinitesimal)for every point P in M， f is said to be 
ρowdelッin]Jf. If we demand s =αin (3.2)， itmust be that the sequences (Bk) 
and (Ak) are dexterously chosen to satisfy the condition. For this purpose， it
might be helpful to suppose that， in case of a powdery function f， the mass value 
(425) 
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fC2JI) > 0 should at any rate be thought as an accumulation of infinitesimal quati閑
ties f(P) (PE .1J1). Then， iff(N) > f(Il') ， by transferring points from _1y to ]1'， 
the difference of f-value might be decreased until it vanishes. Such a principle 
of transferring may be asserted as a generalization of the archimedian principle in 
arithmetic. In logical view of the matter， this principle may serve as a modal 
mediation between the independent descriptions: (1) (VPεM) (f(P)=O)ラ and(2) 
(vFC}j/[) (f(Ji')?;O) & fC2JI)>O. In effect， as long as (1) and (2) are the only 
premisεs， itseems almost impossible to induce any of the following facts which 
are very naturally expected: (i) if f(1YI) =∞， there exists a subset F of M such 
that 
0くf(II')<∞;
(i) in case of 0 <f(班)<∞， for any natural integer n， there exists a partition 
{.2J11， ~l'l; ， . ，.1l'In} of 1Yl such that 
f(.lJI) 
f(.2JI，) = f(~) 二… =f(JJI~) ェ一五一.
Howeverラ ifwe apply the above-mentioned principle or transferring， the state may 
turn out to be verγhopeful. Consequentlyラ wemight expect the following pro圃
position to be assertively obtained， except the accuracy of reasoning. 
Proposition 3. 1. (Princ伊leof Continuous Accurnulation). 1f f isα pow司
dery set function and 
。くcくf(M)哩
誌記'recxistsαsubset C of班 suchth叫
f(C)=c. (3.4) 
The subset C satisfying (3.4) is called a c-cut of the set JrI with respect to f. 
4. Cut-Probabilism 
By Proposition 3. 1 we insisted that， for any powdery set functionフ wemay 
have at least one c-cut for any intermediate value of c for any set lJI. However， 
this fact may not mean that any powdery set function is completely additive. For 
instance， let us take real numbers al to be equi-probable to occur in the real axis 
and de五nethe aleatory variable x as the occurrence of a real number x in this 
probabilistic construction， then the set functionπ(.1J'I) defined by 
π(斑)= Prob. (x E M) 
cannot be completely additiveヲ whilefor any value c such that 0 < c< 1 a set及Z
may be made existent to satisfy the relation 
π(斑)=c. 
In effect， ifM is the sum of the intervals 
(426) 
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(71フ刀十c)(71 = 0，土1，土丸…)
it may naturally be admitted thatπ(l1}=c. 
If f isa powdery set function and if 
及1;cM2c.. C及Iand U~， = JjI， 
then， on a c-cut C of the set ltr， we are tempted to suppose that 
?? ?
?? ? 、 、
? ? ?
，
?
? ?
?
?
But， in point of fact， this relation is not always e旺ectedespecially depending on 
whether 
n (C-M k) = void. 
or not. Therefore， ifwe insist on any asymptotic approach， we shall work at the 
residual part n ( c一民)， and in effect we find a light in this partフ accompanied
by a new mode of reconstruction. 
Ifラ forany subset ]1' of M， the relation 
lim f(竺二!!!~)_ニ lim (lim点字自些j三里川
1c f(M-JtI，) k ¥ j f(JtI;-Mk) } 
is reckoned. as true， JtI is said to be regressively cut~ρrobabilistic in respect to f 
When f isa powdery set functionラ definedfor any set 1T such that (3k) (FCMk)ヲ
then， for any number b such that 
lim !(lt1.k) = s<b ， 
f may be extended through the additional dennition 
}(F)ニ limf( F n JtIk)十(b--s) lim (lim 五!，n(~三JE-Lハj f(Mj一風) / 
F being an arbitrary subset of及r.It Is readily seen that M is regressi¥ァelycuι 
probabilistic in respect to f and that 
f("/I') = f(E') (4.1) 
* vvhenever (計)(11'C M;J Howeverラ itmust be noted that a function f， which 
satis五es(4. 1)， Isnot uniquely determinable on the single condition 
f(M)=b. 
Soラ forthe pres叩 t，we shall restrain ourselves from supposing that any (non-
negativァe)set function may be found to conform to cut国probabilism.
1'v1atheηwtical Se羽は札山‘れ1the 1Mzぇγoγα抗 1孔st.Tech.， Hokkaido 
(Recei刊
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